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[Maximum Marks: 100] ffime: 3 Hoursl
PART- A

(Maximum Marks: l0)
Marks

I. Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks'

1 Defrne'Dehumidification'
2. Define'boiler'
3. What is meant by water tube boiler?
4. What are the classifications ofmaintenance?

5. What are the different types of industrial building roof? (5x2:10)

PART-B
(Maximum Mark: 30)

II. Answer any five ofthe following questions. Each question carries 6 marks'

1. Explain the constuctional details and working ofchimney type cooling towers'

2. Explain the adiabatic humidification
3. What are the advantages in using economizer in boiler'
4. Draw the sketch oflever weight safety valve and explain its working

5. What are the objectives ofplant maintenance?

6. What are the precautions to be taken before entering pressure vesse

7. Enumerate thl nondestructive testing methods for pressue vessels (5x6=30)

PART - C
(Maximum Marks: 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question canies 15 marks')

T]NIT-I

III. l) Explain the terms: Dew temp€rature, dry bulb temperature, wet bulb
. temperature Q)
2) Ifthe atmosphere in the afternoon during a humid period is 32'2 "C and

80% relative humidity @arometer reads 738 mmHg) while at night just

20 "C (745mmHg). What Percentage of water in the aftemoon air is

deposited as dew at night?
Data
Vapour pressure of water at 32.2 'C = 36-lmmHg
Vapour pressure of water at 20 "C : l7'5 mm Hg
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IV. l ) A weather bureau reports DBT 20 'C and relative humidity of 80% The

barometer reads 750mm Hg. Vapour pressure of water at 29 "C is 30mm Hg

Find the (a) absolute humidity (b) saturation Humidity (c) percentage humidity

(d) humid heat (8)

2) What are the factors to be considered for the selection of cooling towers? (7)

TINIT.TI
V. 1) Explain the constructional details and working ofCochran boiler with a neat

sketch. (9)

2) Describe the consfuctional details and working of water level indicator' (6)

OR

VL I) Explain the working of simple vertical boiler with a neat sketch

2) Define boiler and explain its classifications

UNIT - III

VII.I) Explain the maintenance work of fumace tubes'

i) Wirat are the precautions to bc taken before entering a pressure vessel?

OR

\1II. l) Describe the troubles and remedial action for a centrifugal pump

2) Describe the radiographic test for pressure vessel

I.]NIT -IV

l) What are the factors to be considercd for the selection of site for a

chemical factory ?

2) Explain different industrial lighting methods

OR

l) Justify the location selection for a Chlor-alkali industry at Kochi' (10)

Zj expUin tne factors to be considered in the preparation ofplant lay out' (5)
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